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 GRUPO VISABEIRA, S.A. 

ARC Ratings, S.A. (ARC Ratings) has affirmed the final long-term issuer public rating of 
“BB+” assigned to Grupo Visabeira, S.A. (Grupo Visabeira), and the “B” public short-term 
issuer and issue ratings, changing the outlook to positive from stable. 

This action is based on the proven resilience of the Group’s cash flow generation, in an unfavourable environment marked 

by the Covid-19 pandemic, and its growth strategy focusing on its main business area in developed markets. Together, these 

factors allowed a small reduction in its high indebtedness in 2020, which stabilized in the 1H2021. Furthermore, the Group is 

committed to continue to improve its net financial debt/EBITDA ratio, namely through the expected higher performance in 

the 2H2021 and the conclusion of the ongoing negotiations with institutional investors, while, at the same time continue to 

focus its activity in its main business area and in developed markets, gradually improving its risk profile. ARC will monitor 

closely the Group’s performance and its financial structure. 

The rating was assigned by ARC Ratings, S.A. and endorsed by ARC Ratings (UK) Limited in accordance with Statutory 

Instrument 2019 nº 266 - The Credit Rating Agencies (Amendment etc.) (EU Exit). 
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 ISSUER PROFILE 

Grupo Visabeira is the holding company of a group that provides services to telecoms and energy infrastructure operators. Over time the Group has diversified its 

activities, specifically in the Industry business area and in the Tourism business. 

In 2020 the Group continued to refocus on its main business area, implementing a strategy of acquisition of providers of services to telecoms and energy 

infrastructure operators operating in European and US markets, while divesting in other sectors of activity in Portugal (Tourism and Industry). With this refocus, the 

Group takes advantage of the favourable investment environment in the telecommunication and energy sectors in developed markets (with strong investments in 

the installation of fibre optic networks, 5G technology, as well as in the expansion of energy networks to support the development of renewable energies), while at 

the same time gradually improves its risk profile, with the increased focus on its main sector and in developed markets. 

 GRUPO VISABEIRA’S KEY RATING DRIVERS: 

− Proven resilience in cash flow generation – In an unfavourable environment marked by the Covid-19 pandemic, the Group’s EBITDA proved resilient, recording a 

modest 6.0% decrease in 2020 and improving by 20% in the 1H2021, on the back of continued growth from its main business line (Telecoms, Energy, Technology 

and Construction) in both periods, and the recovery from the Industry area in the 1H2021. 

− Business expansion strategy – The Group expects an increase in turnover and EBITDA in 2021, especially in its main business and Industry areas, and in the 

following years based on pluriannual contracts. 

− Focus on European countries and diversification to USA – The Group intends to expand its activity in European Countries, and some diversification to USA, both 

with potential for growth its main business area. This focus will tend to reduce the weight of operations in Africa, which pose the greatest operational and financial 

risk, improving the Group’s risk profile. 
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 THE KEY CONSTRAINTS ON GRUPO VISABEIRA’S CREDIT RATINGS ARE: 

− High indebtedness –Net financial debt/EBITDA ratio remains high (4.3 times), though a small improvement was obtained from its divestment strategy, which 

allowed it to offset the Covid-19 impact on debt. Notwithstanding, the Group still showed a comfortable coverage of its net interest costs by EBITDA (3.5 times in 

2020 and 3.8 times in the 1H2021). It should be noted that the Group is committed to continue to improve its indebtedness level and has ongoing steps to reach 

this goal. 

− Foreign exchange and political risks from African operations – The Group maintains a significant exposure to foreign exchange risk from African operations. The 

Group’s strategy of refocus on the main business area in developed markets should lead to a reduction of the contribution from African markets to its total 

EBITDA. 

− Covid-19 pandemic - Although the Covid situation has improved on the back of the vaccination process, it is still having a negative impact in some business 

areas of the Group and with the asymmetries in terms of vaccination implementation throughout the world (either because a relevant part of the population 

refuses the vaccination – in developed countries – or because there are no vaccines available – in developing countries) there cannot be yet certainty about 

the evolution of the pandemic and its possible impact on Visabeira’s business (though, the most likely scenario is that its impact, if any, will clearly be less 

significant than before). 
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 KEY TIPPING POINTS 

Positive Turning Points Negative Turning Points 

The triggers that could prompt a rating upgrade or an improvement of 

outlook would include: 

− Higher and more stable (with a greater contribution from developed 

markets) recurrent EBITDA than currently forecast. 

− A reduction in net debt/EBITDA ratio to a long-term lower level. 

Triggers that could prompt a rating downgrade or a deterioration of 

outlook would include: 

− Less favourable conditions to develop activity in Europe. 

− The significant deterioration in the cash generation capacity and 

transferability in Angola and in Mozambique not offset by the expected 

increase from the other countries. 

− Greater than expected Covid-19 pandemic impact on the Group’s 

EBITDA and debt. 
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 CASH FLOW GENERATION CAPACITY 

On 9 September 2021, ARC Ratings had a conference call with senior management of Grupo Visabeira to discuss the Group’s performance in the Covid-19 context, 

the debt evolution, and its strategy. All relevant information is included in this report. 

GRUPO VISABEIRA’S OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE 

The Group’s refocus strategy in its main business area and in developed markets, combined with the reinforcement of investment of the main European telecom 

operators (in response to the trend of increase in telecommunication needs, further emphasized by the increase in work from home brought by Covid 19), translated 

into a very positive performance of this business area in 2020 and 1H2021. The Group’s relevance as a service provider position it specially favourably to take 

advantage of this increased investment trend. In the Industry sector, the main activity in Portugal was stopped briefly in 2020 and in 2021 (the latest only impacting 

the associated stores). However, a recovery in the 2H2020 allowed that the decrease of turnover in 2020 was limited to 8%, and the continuation of the recovery led 

to a 16.5% increase year-on-year in the 1H2021. The Tourism business area was the most negatively impacted by Covid 19, with some hotels temporarily closed (but 

with the recent summer season showing signs of recovery). 

Globally, even in an unfavourable Covid-19 context, the Group increased its turnover by 5.5% in 2020, to EUR 960.0 million, and by 26.6% year-on-year in the 1H2021, 

to EUR 532.5 million. The turnover increases were reached by organic growth (3.0% and 13.8% respectively) and acquisitions (net of its divestment strategy). The 

exchange rate impact from its African operations continued to be negative, at EUR -30.9 million in 2020 and EUR -6.4 million in the 1H2021. 
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In these periods, the main evolutions of the Group’s turnover per countries, as per the chart below, were: 

− Decrease of the Portuguese contribution – this contribution that came mainly from its main business area, Industry and Tourism sectors decreased to 35.9% of 

total turnover in 2020, from 40.9% in 2019, due to the drop of turnover because the Covid-19 impact and to the increased strategical focus in international markets. 

In 1H2021, notwithstanding some turnover raise, its contribution further decreased to 29.2%, reflecting the continuation of the implementation of the Group’s 

internationalisation strategy; 

− The French market is increasingly important – accounting for 27.9% of total 

turnover in 2020 and in 1H2021 (mainly concentrated in the Group’s main 

business area), compared with 25.9% in 2019 full year (29.1% in 1H2020); 

− The United Kingdom (UK) maintained its position as the second main 

European market (ex-Portugal)– similar to France, this importance was 

focused in the Group’s main business area, and accounting for 14.0% of the 

Group’s total turnover in 2020 and 16.4% in the 1H2021 (13.5% in 2019 full year 

and 14.8% in the 1H2020); 

− Increasing contribution from the other European markets – the contribution 

of other European markets (again, focused on the Group’s main business 

area) accounted for 10.4% of total turnover in 2020, against 8.1% in 2019, and 

11.6% in 1H2021 (main contributions: Belgium, 5.7%; Germany, 2.7%; Denmark, 

1.2%; Italy, 1.1%); this increase is reflective of organic growth and acquisitions 

carried out until the end of 2020; 

− The United States of America (USA) became the third main external market 

- materializing the group’s strategical geographical diversification in its main business area, the USA accounted for 2.0% of the Group’s total turnover in 2020 

(regarding the 4Q2020) and 6.8% in the 1H2021, increasing the Group’s cash flow subject to some foreign exchange risk; and 

− Decrease in the contribution from African markets - In local currency the activity in these markets rose, but, due to the currency devaluations, the contribution 

from these markets to the Group’s turnover in Euros continued its declining trend to 9.8% in 2020 (from 11.5% in 2019) and 8.1% in the 1H2021 (11.6% in the 1H2020). 

The majority of turnover came from the main business area as a telecom operator. Year-on-year, the Angolan Kwanza devalued 37.4% versus the Euro (based 
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on average exchange rate) in 2020 and 22.4% in 1H2021. Based on average exchange rate, the depreciation of the Mozambican Metical versus the Euro was of 

13.0% and 7.4% in these periods. 

The Group’s main business area (Telecoms, Energy, Technology and 

Construction) accelerated the trend of increasing contribution to turnover and 

total EBITDA, due to the implementation of the Group’s focus strategy and the 

Covid-19 impact. Thus, its contribution accounted for 81.9% of total turnover and 

83.5% of total EBITDA in 2020 and 85.8% and 86.6% respectively in the 1H2021 

(compared with 73.9% and 60.8% in 2019 and 82.0% and 89.7% in 1H2020). 

In opposite, the contribution from the Industry area dropped to 15.0% of the 

Group’s turnover and to 13.9% of its total EBITDA in 2020 (against 18.3% and 19.5% 

respectively in 2019) and to 12.3% and 11.8% respectively in the 1H2021. It should 

be noted that, even with the 1.5 pp decline of the contribution for the Group’s 

turnover in 1H2021, there was a substantial increase of the contribution for the 

Group’s EBITDA (from 7.3% in the 1H2020 to 11.8% in 1H2021). 

Tourism sector’s contribution dropped sharply to 1.3% of total turnover and 1.9% 

of total EBITDA in 2020 (versus 5.0% and 14.0% respectively in 2019) and to 0.7% 

of total turnover in the 1H2021 (0.2% of total EBITDA), against 2.4% and 5.0% 

respectively in the same period of 2020. This performance resulted from the 

divestment strategy applied in 2020 and from the fact that he Tourism business 

area was the most negatively impacted by Covid and the one that will take 

longer to return to pre-Covid performance levels. 

Despite the unfavourable environment marked by the Covid-19 pandemic, the Group’s EBITDA achieved EUR 155.3 million in 2020 (including a EUR 6.0 million badwill). 

Compared with the 2019 figure, the EBITDA recorded a modest decrease of 6.0% (9.6% without the badwill). In fact, the 29.2% EBITDA rise (18.4% before the badwill) 

from its main business line (Telecoms, Energy, Technology and Construction) largely offset the substantial reduction in other business areas (-60.3%), that were 

much more severely impacted by Covid. The negative exchange rate impact in African operations, mainly in its main business line, was EUR -10.2 million. 
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In the 1H2021 Group’s EBITDA was 

EUR 77.4 million, 20.0% higher than 

the 1H2020 figure, equivalent to a 

EUR 12.9 million increase. This 

increase largely comes from the 

development of the Group’s main 

business area and the partial 

recovery in the Industry area (which 

was still impacted by a new 

Covid-19 wave in the 1Q 2021). The 

tourism business area continued to 

be the most negatively impacted by 

the pandemic, leading to an 

irrelevant, although positive, 

contribution for the Group’s EBITDA. 

The exchange rate impact from its 

African operations was 

EUR-2.9 million in the 1H2021. 

The EBITDA margin reduced to 16.2% 

in 2020 (or to 15.6% before the 

badwill), from 18.1% in 2019, reflecting 

the Covid-19 impact and the refocus 

in its main business area. In the 

1H2021 the EBITDA margin was 14.5% 

(down from 15.3% in the 1H2020). 

GRUPO VISABEIRA'S - FINANCIALS AND RATIOS I/II (THOUSAND EUROS)

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
2020                   

Jan to Jun

2021                   

Jan to Jun
2021 (F)

TURNOVER 601,109 638,131 745,300 910,079 959,927 420,603 532,468 1,230,300

EBITDA 111,092 123,444 141,775 165,119 155,286 64,537 77,418 181,000

EBIT 77,969 81,849 95,419 107,312 81,702 27,087 39,490 99,700

FINANCIAL RESULT (41,866) (21,568) (48,424) (59,377) (56,148) (26,406) (13,361) (44,300)

NON-CURRENT RESULTS (1,216) (498) 14,734 12,012 16,846 (108) 0 0

NET PROFIT (AFTER MINORITY INTERESTS) 24,384 45,657 53,945 47,481 24,253 1,780 16,363 27,000

OPERATING CASH FLOW (OCF) 126,745 128,345 136,264 149,684 175,948 55,300 n.av. 150,700

 CASH FLOW 81,678 82,836 90,116 92,137 122,148 29,195 n.av. 87,700

 FREE CASH FLOW 41,569 90,843 2,318 (4,133) 9,749 (5,226) n.av. (25,700)

EBITDA Margin (%) 18.5% 19.3% 19.0% 18.1% 16.2% 15.3% 14.5% 14.7%

Net Return on Turnover (%) 4.7% 7.9% 6.9% 5.7% 2.3% (0.7%) 3.7% 3.2%

Payout Ratio (%) 0,0% 139% 37% 189% 195% 0,0% 0,0% 74%

Coverage of Interest Costs by EBITDA + Dividends (x) 2.5 2.3 3.3 3.3 3.4 3.1 3.7 4.1

Coverage of Net Interest Costs by EBITDA + Dividends (x) 2.7 2.8 3.7 3.6 3.5 3.2 3.8 4.1

Coverage of Interest Costs and FX differences, by EBITDA + Dividends (x) 2.4 1.9 2.2 2.6 2.7 2.4 5.4 4.1

Coverage of Net Interest Costs and FX dif. by EBITDA + Dividends (x) 2.6 2.2 2.4 2.8 2.8 2.4 5.8 4.1

Notes: Figures rounded. (F) = Forecasts. (n.av.) = Not available. (*) For the interim periods it was considered the last twelve months. Accounts 
prepared under IFRS. Adjusted by ARC Ratings for analysis purposes. 2016 to 2020 Accounts certified by Ernst & Young Audit & Associados. Interim 
periods and forecasts unaudited figures. 
 
Sources: GRUPO VISABEIRA's Annual Reports and additional information. GRUPO VISABEIRA’s Budget for 2021 prepared in December 2020. 
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INTEREST COSTS AND COVERAGE RATIO 

The difference between financial gains and financial costs (the Financial Result) improved to EUR -56.1 million in 2020, from EUR -59.4 million in 2019, and to 

EUR -13.4 million in the 1H2021, from EUR -26.4 million in the 1H2020. The evolution of interest expense and other financial costs and the exchange rate differences in 

these periods is shown in the table below. The exchange rate differences, which are the main explanation for the significant improvement in the 1H2021 improvement 

in financial results, are mainly generated in African markets from importations from European countries (while in UK and US markets it is less relevant as the revenues 

and costs are denominated in the same currency). Interest expenses decreased as a result of reduction of debt, namely from the divestment strategy in non-core 

business area. 

The coverage of net interest costs by EBITDA slightly decreased to 3.5 times in 2020, from 3.6 times in 2019, and recovered to 3.8 times in the 1H2021 (from 3.2 times 

in the 1H2020). For analysis purposes, if the exchange rate 

differences were considered, the coverage of net interest costs and 

exchange rate differences by EBITDA would be of 2.8 times in 2020 

(in line with 2019) and of 5.8 times in the 1H2021 (against 2.4 times 

in the 1H2020) thanks to net exchange rate differences of 

EUR 6.9 million (in opposite to negative values in the previous 

periods). 

In 2020 the Group generated results from discontinued operations 

of EUR 1.9 million (nil in 2019), from the sale of 

Movida - Empreendimentos Turísticos, S.A. (Movida,) and the 

decision to put up Granbeira – Sociedade de Exploração e 

Comercialização de Gratinos (Granbeira) for sale. Granbeira was 

sold in the 1H2021.  

GRUPO VISABEIRA'S - FINANCIAL RESULT BREAKDOWN

2018 2019 2020
2020

Jan to Jun

2021

Jan to Jun

Financial Gains other than Exchange Rate Diferences 15,449 3,778 1,791 773 921

Interests Expenses and Other Financial Costs (43,019) (50,068) (45,693) (20,930) (21,181)

Net Exchange Rate Differences (20,855) (13,087) (12,246) (6,249) 6,898

FINANCIAL RESULT (48,424) (59,377) (56,148) (26,406) (13,361)

Notes: Figures rounded. Accounts prepared under IFRS. Adjusted by ARC Ratings for analysis purposes. 
 
Sources: GRUPO VISABEIRA's Annual Reports and additional information. 
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NET PROFIT 

The Group net profit (including minority interests) dropped to EUR 22.0 million in 2020, compared with EUR 51.6 million in 2019 pre-Covid, due to the pandemic impact, 

negative minority interests and a one-off higher income tax rate. In the 1H2021 its net profit (including minority interests) improved to EUR 19.6 million (compared 

with EUR -2.7 million in the 1H2020) benefiting from the EBITDA increase and positive net exchange rate differences. 

The EUR -2.2 million of minority interests in the Group’s net profit in 2020 (compared with EUR 4.2 million in 2019) were due to the foreign exchange impact in African 

subsidiaries, which was partially mitigated by the change of the fair value of investment properties belonging to subsidiaries for which it registers minority interests. 

In the 1H2021 the minority interests in the Group’s net profit were positive, at EUR 3.2 million, in opposite to EUR -4.5 million in the 1H2020, due to the net profit of its 

African subsidiaries, reflecting the positive net exchange rate differences.  
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 FINANCIAL POLICY 

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 

The Group’s assets decreased by 4.7% in 2020, to EUR 1,847.5 million. The decrease was drove by the reduction of non-current assets (to 69.0% of total assets, from 

75.3% in 2019), partially offset by the increase of current assets, namely cash and cash equivalents.  

Regarding non-current assets, the 

investment properties value 

decreased by 28.6% compared to 

the 2019 figure, to EUR 311.1 million. The 

main reason for this decrease was 

the sale of Movida subsidiary, whose 

main asset is a shopping centre 

located in Viseu (recorded in 2019 for 

EUR 158.3 million). The investment 

properties are recorded by its fair 

value based on third-party 

valuations. In addition, the 

depreciation of the Angolan Kwanza 

and the Mozambican Metical versus 

the Euro in 2020 had a negative 

impact in the tangible assets value 

(namely EUR -66.5 million related to 

the telecom networks of subsidiaries 

operating as telecom operators). 

Thus, even with the operational 

investment that was carried out 

tangible assets decreased by 14%, to 

GRUPO VISABEIRA'S - FINANCIALS AND RATIOS II/II (THOUSAND EUROS)

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
2020                   

Jan to Jun

2021                   

Jan to Jun
2021 (F)

TOTAL ASSETS 1,566,310 1,576,970 1,694,897 1,938,236 1,847,503 1,922,541 1,915,982 1,948,300

NET WORKING CAPITAL (NWC) (84,163) (69,671) (89,118) (70,236) (54,898) (37,664) (27,799) 24,019

NET WORKING CAP. REQUIREMENTS (NWCR) 156,170 124,730 115,851 127,983 118,609 163,278 165,732 214,700

NET CASH POSITION (NCP) (240,333) (194,401) (204,969) (198,219) (173,507) (200,942) (193,531) (190,681)

FINANCIAL DEBT 742,420 657,277 706,860 821,040 825,478 860,298 826,570 805,500

NET FINANCIAL DEBT 695,883 611,259 665,789 751,224 670,641 771,474 716,991 685,200

Net Financial Debt / (EBITDA + Dividends) (x) (*) 6.0 4.8 4.7 4.5 4.3 5.0 4.3 3.8

Equity (Incl. Minor. Int.) / Assets (%) 21.6% 24.1% 23.1% 25.7% 20.5% 23.9% 22.0% 26.3%

NET GEARING (Net Debt to Equity and Minority Interests) (x) 2.1 1.6 1.7 1.5 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.3

Financial Debt Struc. (S.T. Finan. Debt as a % of Total Financial Debt) 26.0% 19.1% 17.9% 16.9% 24.3% 18.6% 22.7% 19.8%

Short-Term Debt Coverage by Cash and Undrawn Facilities (%) 29.6% 36.6% 32.4% 50.3% 77.2% 55.6% 58.5% 75.6%

Net Floating Rate Debt (%) 98.5% 99.5% 92.0% 86.1% 85.3% 86.5% 86.2% 85.3%

Current Assets Ratio (%) 84.7% 85.8% 83.5% 87.2% 91.3% 93.4% 95.7% 103.8%

Acid Test Ratio (%) 59.4% 59.8% 63.0% 67.0% 73.1% 73.2% 75.1% 84.8%

Notes: Figures rounded. (F) = Forecasts. (n.av.) = Not available. (*) For the interim periods it was considered the last twelve months. Accounts 
prepared under IFRS. Adjusted by ARC Ratings for analysis purposes. 2016 to 2020 Accounts certified by Ernst & Young Audit & Associados. Interim 
periods and forecasts unaudited figures. 
 
Sources: GRUPO VISABEIRA's Annual Reports and additional information. GRUPO VISABEIRA’s Budget for 2021 prepared in December 2020. 
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EUR 566.1 million. In opposite, goodwill from the acquisition of subsidiaries increased in 2020, to EUR 115.7 million, being subject to impairment tests. No impairment 

was recorded in 2020. 

In the 1H2021 the Group’s total assets rose by 3.7%, to EUR 1,915.982 million in June 2021. The increase was more significant in current assets, leading to a slight 

reduction to 67.9% in the weight of non-current assets in total assets. Usually in the first half of the year accounts receivables and works performed not yet invoiced 

(waiting for customer reception) are higher than at the end of the year. In 1H2021 the restrictions imposed due to Covid-19 led to the increase of this effect and also 

of inventories. Because of these circumstances, and despite the increase in accounts payables (which net of advances continued to be greater than accounts 

receivables), cash and cash equivalents decreased in the 1H2021. As a positive, we should note the appreciation of the Mozambican Metical and Angolan Kwanza 

versus the Euro (end of period) with positive impact on the Group’s total assets, namely non-current assets. 

The Group carried out EUR 67.0 million in operational investments in 2020 (close to the 2019 figure) and EUR 33.1 million in the 1H2021 (c. 12% above the 1H2020 figure), 

to expand its main activity, but also in Tourism and Industry sectors. Strategic acquisitions led to c. EUR 41 million financial investments in 2020 (an increase 

compared with c. EUR 12 million in 2019) and a non-significant value in 1H2021. In the latest period, the inflow from its divestment strategy was EUR 2 million.  

In the Covid-19 environment, the Group benefited from a set of governmental measures to support its treasury, namely total and partial lay-off, the deferral of 

repayment of short-term debt and confirming (EUR 38.0 million in 2020) and new lines of short and medium-term credit and enlargement of confirming facilities 

(globally of EUR 69.0 million in 2020 and of EUR 11.6 million in the 1H2021). 

FINANCING, COVERAGE OF DEBT BY EBITDA, LIQUIDITY, AND INTEREST RISK 

The evolution of the Group’s gross and net debt in 2020 and in the 1H2021 was the following: 

− Very small increase of Group’s gross debt - by 0.5% in 2020 (equivalent to EUR 4.4 million) and by 0.1% in the 1H2021 (equivalent to EUR 1.1 million) partly as the 

result of operational and financial investment and partly due to drawing on lines of credit to support its treasury due to Covid-19, combined with the divestment 

strategy (the sale of Movida subsidiary, a transaction with its main shareholder without cash impact, allowed the debt reduction). Thus, its gross debt increased 

to EUR 826.6 million in June 2021 (EUR 825.5 million in December 2020); 

− Diversification of its sources of funding - namely issuing higher debt value on the Spanish Alternative Fixed-Income Market (at fixed interest rate); 

− Stable debt denomination currency - most of its financial debt is contracted in Euros (c. 96% in June 2021); 
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− Interest rate risk - most of its financial debt is contracted at indexed rates (essentially EURIBOR). Currently the Group does not hedge interest rate risk on its 

variable loans. Therefore, the Group incurs interest rate risk, although the level of European interest rates remains quite low; 

− Debt maturity profile – EUR 187.3 million of Group’s gross debt maturing in the short-term in June 2021 (equivalent to 22.7% of total). EUR 20.4 million of which was 

related to revolving operations (secured current accounts and overdrafts) and EUR 49.9 million was regarding debt placed with institutional investors with a 

revolving nature. Considering that, and excluding the short-term debt related to operational lease (EUR 17.5 million), its short-term debt that needs to be 

refinanced was EUR 99.5 million. Taken into consideration the existing high level of cash and cash equivalents, even without EUR 14.4 million of cash equivalents 

from African subsidiaries (a prudent step given it may be subject to transfer restrictions), some refinancing already done after June 2021 and the ongoing 

negotiations with long term lenders, in ARC Ratings’ view, the Group faces no current liquidity pressures; 

− Increase of cash and cash equivalents - Group’s cash and cash equivalents increased to EUR 154.8 million in 2020 (from EUR 69.8 million in 2019, benefiting from 

governmental measures to support its treasury) and decreased to EUR 109.6 million in 1H2021. As mentioned before, the decrease in the latest period was due to 

larger working capital needs, which usually are higher in the first half of the year. Nonetheless, its cash and cash equivalents were significant in June 2021; 

− Group’s net financial debt increased in 1H2021– the evolution of cash and cash equivalents was crucial for its net financial debt value. Therefore, following a net 

financial debt reduction in 2020, by 10.7%, to EUR 670.6 million, its net financial debt increased in the 1H2021, by 6.9%, to EUR 717.0 million; and 

− Slight improvement of the Net financial debt / EBITDA ratio – this ratio slightly improved to 4.3 times in 2020, from 4.5 times in 2019, and stabilized in the 1H2021 

(against 5.0 times in 1H2020). 

CAPITAL STRUCTURE 

The Group’s equity / assets ratio (including minority interests) decreased to 20.5% in 2020, from 25.7% in 2019, and partially recovered to 22.0% in the 1H2021. In 2020 

the Group distributed EUR 47.4 million of reserves to regularize an account receivable from shareholder related to the sale of the Movida subsidiary. In addition, the 

Group equity was negatively impacted by foreign exchange differences (EUR -61.7 million) and the Covid-19 pandemic impact. In the 1H2021 the impact of foreign 

exchange differences was positive, by EUR 13.7 million. 

Mainly reflecting the equity (including minority interests) evolution, the net gearing ratio worsened to 1.8 times in December 2020 (from 1.5 times in December 2019), 

followed by a small recovery in June 2021, to 1.7 times. 

The Group’s capital structure is expected to improve with the conclusion, in the short-term, of the ongoing negotiations with institutional investors in order to 

establish a partnership in the Group’s main business area (please see Forecasts).  
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 FORECASTS 

The 2021 Group’s budget prepared in December 2020 (based on its 2020 estimates) analysed by ARC Ratings in the Press Release dated 26 March 2021 is still in 

force. The main assumptions and expected evolutions for the Group in 2021 continue to be the following: 

− Increasing turnover and EBITDA - the Group expects to reach EUR 1,230.3 million turnover and EUR 181.0 million EBITDA, before possible foreign exchange impact 

(which is not taken into account in the forecasts given its uncertainty), an increase of 28.2% and of 16.6% compared with the 2020 figures. Usually, the second 

half of the year performs better than the first half, due to better weather conditions. In addition, the significant improvement in the control of the pandemic 

brought by the vaccination process significantly increases the prospects of increased normalization and therefore reduction of the pandemic negative impact. 

As an expected side effect of the refocus strategy, a decrease of its EBITDA margin is anticipated, as occurred in the 1H2021; 

− Increasing contribution from its main business area - Group predicts to maintain a high contribution from its main business area to total turnover (83.2%) and 

total EBITDA (76.8%), from 81.9% and 83.5% respectively in 2020. This business area is based on multi-year contracts signed with major telecoms and energy 

infrastructures operators. Currently, EUR1.7 billion worth of contracts have already been signed for the next four years, and an additional EUR 2.3 billion is under 

negotiation with the usual customers, thus with a significant probability of being successful. The Group also intends to continue to grow by strategic acquisitions 

in 2021 and following years;  

− Recovery in the Industry area – that led to forecasts of increase in its contribution to 17.7% of total EBITDA, compared with 13.9% achieved in 2020; 

− Existing order book other business areas – On top of the order book for the main business area, the Group also had a EUR 440 million from other business 

sectors;  

− European markets as the main source of EBITDA - 71.8% of total EBITDA is expected to be generated in European markets in 2021, while the contribution from 

African markets will be 22.7% (without considering possible foreign exchange impact), compared with 77.4% and 17.9% achieved in 2020 (penalised by foreign 

exchange rate). 5.5% of total EBITDA is forecasted to be generated from the recent diversification for the USA market (4.7% in 2020); 

− Operational investment - the Group forecasts operational investment of EUR 70 million, EUR 33.1 million of which was already carried out in the 1H2021. Most of 

the investment is forecasted to reinforce its main business area (EUR 45 million) and its presence in Tourism area (mainly in Portugal); 

− Additional strategic acquisitions - to reinforce its footprint in the European markets in its main business area, financial investment was forecasted for the last 

quarter of 2021. However, some of this forecasted investment can be moved to 2022; 
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− Partnerships with institutional investors and additional divestments – the partnership with institutional investors is in an advanced stage (it is expected to be 

concluded before the end of 2021). The signing of this partnership will boost the Group’s cash and cash equivalents. The expected inflow will be mainly applied 

to finance strategic acquisitions while the remaining will allow debt repayment. In the opposite, the targeted additional divestment most likely will occur in 2022; 

− Net financial debt – the budget forecast was for a 2.2% increase of net financial debt, against the 2020 figure, to EUR 685 million (which would represent a 

decrease compared with June 2021 figure of EUR 717.0 million). However, considering the current expected inflow from the partnership with institutional investors, 

and some deferral of additional strategic acquisitions, it is likely that the final outcome in 2021 is a reduction of the Group’s net financial debt, compared with the 

2020 figure; 

− Improvement of its net financial debt/EBITDA ratio - the Group is committed to improve to the 4.0x band by December 2021. It should be noted that a possible 

financial debt decrease, as aforementioned, would allow to reach this goal with a headroom, also depending on the uncertain exchange rate effect; and 

− Some improvement of its debt maturity profile – c. 20% of short-term debt was expected for the end of 2021, considering the issue of a EUR 100 million bond 

loan in 2022. The Group estimates to resume negotiations to improve its debt maturity profile after concluding the ongoing process to establish a partnership 

with institutional investors. 

It should be noted that Group’s performance is sensitive to a set of operational, exchange rate and transfer risks. Despite the advance of vaccination process, albeit 

at different paces, with African countries being left clearly behind, there still remains some uncertainty around the continuation of the impact of Covid-19 on the 

Group’s activity, and its profitability. If for analysis purposes, ARC Ratings considered the EBITDA to be generated in 2H2021 equal to the 2H2020 figure (i.e. c.12% below 

the Group forecasted for this period) and the net financial debt at the level of June 2021 the net financial debt/EBITDA ratio would remain in 4.3 times in 2021. However, 

due to the positive expected impact in the EBITDA from the acquisitions carried out in the 2H2020 (already evident in in the 1H2021), the improvement in the control 

of Covid and the likely future increase of cash and cash equivalents from the partnership with institutional investors, ARC considers this adverse scenario has a low 

probability. Nevertheless, ARC will monitor closely the Group’s performance and its financial structure. 
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 ISSUANCE CONDITIONALITY 

The issues being rated by ARC Ratings are the commercial paper issues placed or to be placed by Grupo Visabeira under a programme with maturity on 

20 November 2022. The clauses of this programme were not amended compared to the ones mentioned in the Rating Report Review dated 28 February 2020. 

 RELATED CRITERIA AND RESEARCH 

ARC Ratings’ Non-Financial Corporate Entities Rating Methodology 

Grupo Visabeira Initial Rating Report (29 August 2014) 

Grupo Visabeira Previous Press Release (26 March 2021)  

 PERIOD OF ANALYSIS AND INFORMATION ANALYSED 

PERIOD OF ANALYSIS 

Historic: 2016 to 1H2021 

Forecast: 2021  

INFORMATION ANALYSED 

Grupo Visabeira Reports and Audited Accounts – 2016 to 2020 

Grupo Visabeira Interim Unaudited Accounts - 1H2020 and 1H2021 

Financial Debt Details 

Main Business Pipeline  

Grupo Visabeira 2021 Budget  

  

http://arcratings.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/ARC-Ratings-Corporate-Entities-Criteria-31-Mar-2021.pdf
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 DISCLAIMERS 
ARC Ratings only provides a rating of the rated securities or of the issuer and neither recommends nor will recommend how an issuer can or should achieve a particular rating outcome. A rating does not cover a potential change in laws and is 
not and cannot be regarded as an audit. Moreover, ARC Ratings is not a party to any transaction documents of the instrument/transaction it is rating. Users of our ratings should familiarise themselves with the transaction documents. ARC Ratings 
does not act as a legal, tax, financial, investment or other advisor and users should seek professional advice from appropriate third parties where necessary. 
 

ARC Ratings, S.A. is registered as a Credit Rating Agency with the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA), within the scope of the Regulation (EC) Nº 1060/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council, of 16 September, and 
recognised as External Credit Assessment Institution (ECAI). 
ARC Ratings (UK) Limited is registered as a Credit Rating Agency with the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority, within the scope of the Statutory Instrument Nº 266/2019, of 13 February, and recognised as ECAI. 
 

This Review Report should be read together with initial Rating Report and with the subsequent Review reports. 
Credit Ratings assigned by ARC Ratings are independent and forward looking opinions of the relative credit risks of financial obligations issued by various entities. The credit risk is the risk that an entity may not meet its financial obligations as 
they come due i.e. the capacity and willingness of an entity/issuer to make all required interest and principal payments on a given obligation in a timely manner in accordance with its terms. Credit ratings express risk in relative rank order – they 
are an ordinal measure of credit risk whose probability of default or loss may vary through the credit cycle. They are issued using an established and defined ranking system of rating categories (rating scale). ARC’s credit ratings are determined 
using ARC’s published rating criteria. 
The rating(s) assigned by ARC Ratings in this report was/were sought by the entity whose financial commitments are being rated. 
Prior to the assignment or revision of a rating ARC Ratings provides to the entity whose financial commitments are being rated the documents that substantiate the rating to be attributed. This entity is thus given the opportunity to clarify or correct 
factual details. The comments made by the entity whose financial commitments are being rated are taken into account by ARC Ratings in the assignment of its ratings. ARC Ratings also grants the issuer the possibility of appealing a rating 
accorded by ARC as long as this appeal is supported on additional information that has not been taken into account in the original rating. 
ARC Ratings, S.A. historical default rates are published in the European Securities and Markets Authority Central Repository (CEREP) which can be accessed on the website cerep.esma.europa.eu/cerep-web/. It should be highlighted that ARC 
Ratings’ rating portfolio can be characterized as a “very low default portfolio” and therefore the agency’s historical defaults are not statistically significant. Default is the lack of full and timely payment of capital or interest or of the occurrence of 
any event that explicitly indicates that the future full and timely payment of those commitments will not occur (e.g., in case of insolvency). 
Ratings do not constitute a recommendation or offer or solicitation to buy or sell any investments that may be mentioned, and are only one of the factors that investors may wish to consider. The use of any rating is entirely at the user’s own risk. 
Throughout the entire period during which ratings are valid, ARC Ratings monitors the issuer’s performance via public sources and information provided by the issuer/sponsor and, if a material development occurs, ARC Ratings may bring forward 
the date of the review unless stated to be a point in time rating. the updated list of public ratings is available on the website www.arcratings.com. 
ARC Ratings’ ratings are assigned based on information, which may include confidential information, collected from a wide variety of sources which ARC Ratings believes to be reliable including from the entity being rated or whose financial 
commitments are subject to rating. ARC Ratings has adopted and implements measures aiming to ensure that, to the extent available in the circumstances, it has obtained reasonable verification of the information it uses in assigning a rating 
and that such information is from reliable sources. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if ARC Ratings is not satisfied with the quality of the information it receives it will decline to assign the rating. The according of a rating should not be viewed as a 
guarantee of the accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of the information relied on in connection with the rating or the results obtained from the use of such information. 
In the rating process, ARC Ratings adopts procedures and methodologies aimed at ensuring transparency, credibility and independence, and also that rating classifications are not influenced by conflicts of interest. 
 

 CONTACT DETAILS 
 

 
 

ARC Ratings (UK) Limited 

30 Churchill Place, Canary Wharf 
London E14 5RE - UNITED KINGDOM 
+44 203 927 8600 
arcratings_uk@arcratings.com 

ARC Ratings, S.A. 

Rua de São José. 35 – 1º B 
1150-321 Lisbon - PORTUGAL 
+351 21 304 11 10 
arcratings_eu@arcratings.com 

 

Rhonda Moore 
Business Development Director 

rhonda.moore@arcratings.com www.arcratings.com 

https://arcratings.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/ARC-Credit-Rating-and-Other-Analytical-Products-Definitions-and-Scales-5-Aug-2021.pdf
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